BEOWULF’S
ULTIMATE
GUIDE TO
MONSTER
KILLING!

Armour and weaponry
You will have to have the right armour and
weaponry to kill a beast. You will need a clean and
sharp sword with a strong grip on the handle so you
can use the weapon with skill. You will need a bow
and arrow or at least know how to use one. A shield
will be very useful to defend yourself with and
possibly a spike in the centre in case your weapon
brakes or you lose it. You will need the strongest
armour you can find which ideally has been forged
together by Gungans from the ocean of Naboo.
Preparing for battle
As muck as your skill and armour might save you,
you might still die so be ready with your will wrote;
say goodbye to all your family and friends and you
should study the monster you are facing so you
have more chance of survival and you will the know
it’s weak points. If the beast is strong you might
need a mini army to back you up but they must be
superbly well trained using the best of your ability
to have more chance if the beast attacks them but
they must be ready for the worst. They must be

suitably armoured and weaponised but make sure
they can carry the armour with ease.
Strategy
You will need a strategy to defeat the beast thus
preparations would be used so you can be ready.
Your battle will be fatal if you attack a nine necked
cyclops or a beast like that without a plan of attack.
The element of surprise
This strategy is made up of three steps: surprise
attack and kill. To surprise you must hide all your
men so the beast is unaware but is one of your men
is seen your attack will fail and the beast will have
the upper hand. To attack you should be silent,
stealthy and ideally strike its back before
surrounding it and making sure it can’t escape.
Finally to kill it carry on with the attack until ether
you hit it in a fatal part of its body or it falls to the
ground and you make sure it is dead by cutting of its
head.

The element of brains
Humans are infinitely cleverer than any other life
form so this strategy involves entirely on your
brain. This tactic defeats all beasts and relies on
what you think is the smartest thing to do. You can
use this tactic whenever.
Beasts you may encounter
Not all beasts are evil so before you attack any you
need proof that they are evil and need stopping. Ask
the lord or lady of the land for proof that the
monster is real.
Nine Necked Cyclops
This beast may be common but is a killer to the
core. They stay in packs of eight and are giant. If you
see a pack of them don’t attack without backup and
you should tell the owner of the land their on
immediately. WARNING: don’t take them on alone
ever!

Freaky Long Zombat
This monster is a tricker because it makes its
victims think that is harmless and lovely. Once you
believe it is nice it will eat you on the spot to then be
digested for over one thousand years. You should
use a bow and arrow to snipe the beast so it cannot
eat you and you can kill it easily. The beast can’t
move so if you stay back it is an easy target.
WARNING: don’t fall for the trick!
Common Nogbeatle
This is on the easier end of the monsters you may
face. The Common Nogbeatle is the size of a
common wolf and attacks like a vicious wolf but
runs faster than any beast known to man.it hunts in
packs of twenty to fifty but if they are not hunting
they are commonly in ones or twos. This beast you
should never face with hunting dog because they
out match dogs by a long shot. They are easily killed
if you hit them but it is really hard to hit so have a
mini army. WARNING: they are super-fast so are
super dangerous.

Taking care of yourself
When you are fighting an evil beast it is easy for you
to get to ahead of yourself and take risks that are
not worth taking. To
Stay safe you need to remind yourself that it is
useless to kill yourself and if you are going to die
you should die in a nice way. Don’t be cocky when
fighting a beast as they may surprise you. Do not
get drunk before fighting a beast because that
would lead to dumb decisions that could lead to
death.
How to secure your battles and rewards
You never want to lose a battle to a monster or not
have your promised reward given so you should
take extra care of what you say you will do or do in
battle. Ask for payment in advance so you cannot
get ripped off and tricked. Take long care and time
into how to attack the beast so you cannot lose so
easily to it. Look at the history of the person who is
meant to be giving you riches to see if they have
given gold in the same way before.

